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PART 1: Match each sentence with the relevant notice. 

1. You should not swim here. 

2. You must not drive fast here. 

3. You can play football here after lessons. 

4. It is cheaper to buy things today than tomorrow. 

5. You can drive here next week. 

 

  
 
 

PART 2: Choose the best answer to complete each sentence. 

6. At present the school cannot ………. to buy all the computers it needed. 

A. afford  B.  have  C.  risk   D.  have enough 

7. We hope that the students themselves will enjoy taking ………. in the project. 

A. advantage  B.  notice  C.  part   D.  place 

8. I’d like to ………. when I am sixty. 

A. relax  B.  rest   C.  retire  D.  stop 

9. ………. behalf of the committee, I'd like to thank you for your generous donation.  

A. In   B.  On   C.  For   D.  To 

10. By the time we ………. the resort, the rain will have stopped. 

A. arrive  B.  come  C.  get   D.  reach 

11. It’s ………. long time since he last saw his brothers and sisters. 

A.  such a  B.  so   C.  very  D.  too 

12. Each bridesmaid was carrying a small ………. of flowers. 

A. bunch  B.  bundle  C.  branch  D.  handful 

13. Please do not talk ………. the orchestra is playing. 

A. during  B.  while  C.  otherwise  D.  that 

14. ………. the rain, the football match went ahead.  

A.  Owing to     B.  Despite    C.  However    D.  In spite  
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15. John swims very well and ………. does his brother. 

A.  also  B.  even  C.  so   D.  too 

16. It was raining ………. we cancelled the trip to the beach. 

A. although  B.  because  C.  so   D.  but 

17. Could you ………. me how to use this telephone? 

A. explain  B.  show  C.  say   D.  remember 

18. “When ………. ?” – “In 1928.” 

A. penicillin was discovered   C.  did penicillin discover 

B. did penicillin discovered   D.  was penicillin discovered  

19. I’d like to ………. a table for tonight. 

A. book  B.  place  C.  request  D.  save 

20. We don't sell foreign newspapers because there is no ………. for them.  

 A.  request   B.  claim   C.  requirement   D.  demand 
 
 

PART 3: Read the following passage and answer questions 36-40. Write the correct letter A, B, C 
or D on your answer sheet. 

A healthful lifestyle leads to a longer, happier, healthier life. Staying healthy means eating a 
well-balanced diet, getting regular exercise, and avoiding things that are bad for the body and mind.  
  Nutrition plays a key role in maintaining good health and preventing many diseases. In spite 
of all the information available about diets, scientists still believe that good nutrition can be simple. 
There are several basic rules to follow. Keep fat intake low. Eat foods high in carbon-hydrates, which 
are the starches in grains, legumes (beans and peas), vegetables, and some fruits. Avoid too much 
sugar. Limit salt. Eat lots of fruits and vegetables, which are high in vitamins.  

A healthful lifestyle is an active lifestyle. Lack of proper physical exercise can cause 
tiredness, irritability, and poor general health. Physical fitness requires both aerobic exercise, such as 
running, bicycle riding, and swimming, and muscle-strengthening exercises, such as weight-lifting.  

Finally, good health is acquired by saying no to bad habits such as smoking, drinking, and 
overeating and by avoiding situations that are constantly stressful. People can take their lives and 
happiness into their own hands. Maintaining a healthy lifestyle is the first step.  
  
21. What is the main idea of the passage?  

A.  How to keep an active lifestyle   C.  The importance of nutrition  
B.  How to lead a healthy life   D.  The importance of physical exercise  

22. Three kinds of food that you should avoiding having too much of are ______ .   
A.  fat, foods high in carbon-hydrates, and legumes   
B.  fat, salt, and vegetables  
C.  starches, sugar, and salt  
D.  fat, sugar, and salt  

23. ______ are not good for your health.  

A.  Smoking, drinking, excessive eating, and dieting  
B.  Drinking and excessive eating  
C.  Smoking, drinking, excessive eating, and stressful situations  
D.  Smoking, drinking, excessive eating, dieting, and stressful situations  

24. What does the word "nutrition" in the second paragraph mean?   
A.  The food we eat      C.  Good health  
B.  Eating       D.  Dieting   

25. What does the word "constantly" in the last paragraph refer to?  

A.  Continuously      C.  Terribly   
B.  Extremely      D.  Eventually 
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1. E 

2. A 

3. H 

4. C 

5. G 

6. A 

7. C 

8. C 

9. B 

10. D 

11. A 

12. A 

13. B 

14. B 

15. C 

16. C 

17. B 

18. D 

19. A 

20. D 

21. B 

22. D 

23. C 

24. A 

25. A 

 
 


